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対し，ECAMでは Regional Mean Statisticsと表現
される．画像処理装置が違うので表現が異なるが，同
じものと考えて比較した（表２）．ECAMにおいては
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（H）２ピーク収集 欠損なし （G）２ピーク収集 欠損あり
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Myocardial Thallium Scintigraphy
Takaaki TAKEOKA
Technician Division of Radiology, Tokushima Red Cross Hospital
At our hospital, a three-detector gamma camera（９３００A, Toshiba）has been used for myocardial thallium
scintigraphy. After the hospital was moved to a new building, a two-detector gamma camera（ECAM, Toshiba）
was additionally introduced for this test. The capability of the new device ECAM to visualize the myocardium
has not yet been confirmed. The present study was undertaken to compare the myocardial scintigrams taken
with the conventional ３-detector device（９３００A）with those taken with the new two-detector device（ECAM）.
Furthermore, the influence of the thallium energy peak setting（single peak or two peaks）on the capability of
depiction was also analyzed.
The capability to depict the myocardium was higher with ９３００A than with ECAM. The ９３００A device
allowed clearer visualization of the defects in the phantom. In evaluation of the influence of energy peak
setting, the total number of collected counts was greater on the two-peak images than on the one-peak images
（＋９％ with９３００A and ＋７％ with ECAM）, while the resolution was lower with the９３３０A device.
These results indicate that when using the ECAM for myocardial scintigraphy, it is advisable to compare
different image collection methods（opposing two-port method, rectangular method, and so on）and to review
the Butterworth value（image processing filter）, etc.
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